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Descriptive Summary

Identifier        ICU.SPCL.PUGH
Title             Pugh, Jane. Papers
Date              1941-1947
Size              1 linear ft. (2 boxes)
Repository        Special Collections Research Center
                   University of Chicago Library
                   1100 East 57th Street
                   Chicago, Illinois 60637 U.S.A.

Abstract          Jane Pugh, student. The Jane Pugh Papers consist of course materials from
                   Pugh’s years as a student at the University of Chicago, including syllabi, exam
                   questions, course readings, textbooks, and exams.

Information on Use

Access            Some files include indefinitely restricted student materials.

Citation          When quoting material from this collection, the preferred citation is: Pugh, Jane. Papers

Biographical Note

Jane Pugh was born in Chicago, Illinois in 1927. She attended the University of Chicago
between 1944 and 1949, graduating with an A.B.

Scope Note        The Jane Pugh Papers consist of course materials from Pugh’s years as a student at the University
                   of Chicago, including syllabi, exam questions, course readings, textbooks, and exams.

Related Resources

The following related resources are located in the Department of Special Collections:

http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/e/spcl/select.html

Subject Headings

- Pugh, Jane, b. 1927
- University of Chicago-Curricula
• University of Chicago-History

INVENTORY

Box 1
Folder 1
    English 2 and 3, exam study passages (annotated), 1946
Box 1
Folder 2
    Humanities, course materials, 1945-1946
Box 1
Folder 3
    Observation, Interpretation, and Integration, course materials (annotated), 1947
Box 1
Folder 4
    Social Sciences, course materials (annotated), 1946-1947
Box 1
Folder 5-8
    Social Sciences, readings (annotated), n.d.
Box 1
Folder 9
    Graded Exams, 1944-1947 [restricted:-student grades]
Box 2
Folder 1
    Introductory General Course in the Biological Sciences, (annotated), 1941
Box 2
Folder 2
    English 3-Selected Readings and Exercises, (annotated), 1946
Box 2
Folder 3
    Organizations of the Sciences-Selected Readings, (annotated), 1946